
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata Blame: commi for discombobulating dus

Ako has killing power.

Dus Gin Investigate:

Eric protects Kain (True)

Parkur protects Paix (false)

commi discombobulates pofa (false)

Kain discombobulates Akonyl (true)

commi discombobulates Akonyl (false)

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

Special Investigate:

Edogawa4869 protected Kain on night 3 (true)

PhoenixTears Pisco BS: Fake Investigate x3

1. Dus slanders Dus.

2. Dus slanders pofa.

3. pofa slanders pofa.

Akonyl Calvados *tricked* Slander: Dus, Sakina

Kill: meme

pofa Korn *arrested* Stake-out: DT - nothing to see

nomemory Tequila Frighten: Abs.

(dus, ako can change)

Edogawa Akemi Steal: shin_ichi

Loves-dovey on Kain

Holmes Shiratori *get's injured* House search: pofa - Crime: APTX breva as Kogoro (true)

Shin_ichi01 James

Kobayashi

Car-Keys

Panties

*Glasses stolen*

First-aid: Sherlock3

meme Akai Investigate:

KainTheVampire discombulates pofa. (false)

Schillok Kir Special Investigate: Yurikochan killing xcommando during 

night 1. (false)

Paix672 Yusaku Interrogate: shin_ichi - not BO

Kain Eisuke Discombobulate: Akonyl

Commi-Ninja Asami Panties

Blamed for discombobulating dus

Discombobulate: Yuriko

Abs. Ayumi *frightened*

Yurikochan Genta

DT Heiji Interrogate: PT - BO

Sakina Jodie

PMs

Akonyl

Calvados takes the time to slander the slanderer, Gin/Dus. In his police records, he inserts pages 

about a few times when Dus saved some kittens from a burning building. If Dus really was BO, he 

would never do such a thing, right?

Calvados also takes the time to slander Sakina, making her out to be some sort of cold-blooded 

murder. Psst, Calvados hears that Sakina kicks puppies! What a monster! Pass it on.

---

Also, if Sherlock chooses me for the killing, I choose to kill meme. Well, to be fair, I won't actually 

kill her.
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Instead, I'd like for the group to wonder where meme is, and go to her room, to find her door 

locked. Then, they'll hear her say "please, someone help me" from inside, so they'll force the door 

in. Upon forcing the door in, they'll knock over a stool with a pumpkin on it. They'll see meme laying 

on the opposite side of the room, with her hands and feet bound, with tape on her mouth and a 

noose of razor wire around her neck. As the pumpkin falls from the stool, it pulls the wire that it is 

tied to, causing the razor wire to pull up, slitting her throat. Then meme dies, technically not by 

me. :V

Then, the people will notice a tape player on her bed, which is repeating "please, someone help me... 

please, someone help me...".

Of course, put this in your own words if it goes into the game :V And, if someone else does the 

killing, feel free to use it on theirs anyway, if they don't offer any actual method of killing (because 

not doing so is lames).

Will:

Schillok

[i]If anyone is reading these lines it means that they found and killed me. Since I can't be sure who 

will find this letter I have to be careful not to endanger anyone else.

Yes, it was me who persuaded the organisation members to get on the ship. This is our best chance 

to get them all once and for all, since they have no chance of escape now. There are at least 7 of 

them here. The person called "Dus" arrived too late, so I can not be sure if he is the 8th member of 

the organisation or on my side. 

They should not know that I am on the ship myself - they think I stayed at the harbor, but I guess 

my death proved that I was wrong with that assumption. 

Please be careful everyone: They have 3 capsules of a deadly experimental poison with them and 

they can make more of it when they confirm that it is working like they hope. So be careful with 

what you eat and drink... (it is only lethal when indigested).

They will probably give up using it when they failed to kill with it a few times. So be aware!

As expected, Gin is on board. I just saw him, investigating. What and whom, I have no idea, I 

couldn't risk to get too close.

But at least I am sure now that he is here. And I also know now that no one stopped him from doing 

his evil deeds (whatever they might be).

Update:

Looks like I wasn't able to do anything useful yet. Even worse, I was involved in the lynching of two 

innocents already. Or rather... giving the captain a name. After all I did not kill anyone directly this 

time... still, the situation is bad.

After one day all I know is that Dus was not the one killing xcommondo during night 1. Which does 

not mean much. Because while I visited the bar yesterday night someone from the BO was there. 

And it might have been Dus. Maybe I will have more luck tonight... but I doubt it.

I hope I can trust Abs. I need to contact others on board of this ship. But I must avoid the BO at 

all cost. Or getting myself suspicious in any other way.  

Finally... I want to be buried on solid ground. To my beloved brother: You have to live through all of 

this! Stay alive and visit my grave once in a while! I am sure my death will not have been for nothing 

in the end.

Hondo Hidemi[/i]

[/quote]

Commi:

Pretty fire, fire is nice....

Say no to blood!
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Comment:

Edogawa was already isolated by that time. But he got the info that Akonyl will kill Kain. So he 

protected kain and also, Kain tricked Akonyl.

The plan of the BO was, to have 3 people send in a kill order, Akonyl, PT and I think Nom. Then, 

sherlock(Anokata) would decide that one of them will do the killing, meaning once she decides who 

will do the killing, the order can't be changed. But since Sherlock also said she won't be back 

before phase change, they couldn't change that Akonyl is doing the killing. (A bit of a 

miscommunication here)

I liked the killing idea from Akonyl and was sad when he was tricked :V That's why I decided to use 

the pumpkin and the wire during Phase Change, where Jack scared Kleene with a pumpkin he found.

But I was also glad for the town, since it seemed to be going better for them now.

On the otherhand, Holmes decided to house search pofa. Pofa was arreted, but the only police 

officer was injured too :/

Commi was already found out to be Asami, she also told PT on that phase I think.. Shin_ichi got the 

next item stolen, but Edo lied about the result. But since edo was figured out with a investigate (or 

2 investigates, since they thought Parkur is a lover too because of the decision hints I gave out >:D) 

they didn't believe Edo anyway. On the next phase, shin_ichi told Sherlock that she got her glasses 

stolen D: Shin_ichi used First Aid, after I asked her why she didn't use it. Well, she used it on 

Anokata :V But imo, it's better to use it even if you happen to first aid a BO XD

Meme used just 1 investigate :V Dunno why D:

Paix interrogated shin_ichi and DT interrogated PT, and found another BO. Tho PT was able to fend 

of the accusation claiming to be slandered on the next phase :x Since DT was actually slandered too 

on a nigth before D:

Phase Change:

Night 3 begins

During the night, Captain Kleene Onigiri wants to find the culprit behind the killings. How can they 

simply kill people, on her ship? That's unforgivable! She's the only one who may kill people ON HER 

SHIP!

Captain Kleene Onigiri is on the deck hiding behind a barrel, waiting for her prey. Well, Kleene 

thinks she will find someone suspicious. All people should be sleeping at this hour already, after all 

that drinking during the big party in the bar, which Captain Kleene Onigiri organized.

Kleene waits and waits, but seems like nothing happens. Not even a "KYAAAAA" is coming.

Captain Kleene Onigiri wants to give up, and turns around..but...

"KYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!" Kleene screamed.

"Bwaahaahahahaa!" Jack laughed. He had a pumpkin on his head and scared Kleene Onigiri.

Kleene: "Oh god! JACK! Don't scare me like that! I thought I'll die! Anyway... where díd you get this 

pumpkin from?"

Jack: "Oh, this? I found it in one of the rooms. Dunno what it was doing there. There was also this 

metal wire attached to it."

Kleene: "Oh? Strange... well... seems like there will be no murder tonight. Meeeh, and I was awake 

for so long, pff. I'm not satisfied."

Jack: "What to do then?"

Kleene stares at Jack and makes a evil laugh.

Jack: "Whoa! C--C-- Captain, w-what do you want with that knife?! I... I just made a joke! I'm sorry 

for scaring you! ARGH!"

Captain Kleene Onigiri jumps at Jack and.... Jack the pumpkin dies.... but Jack the sailor survives.

Jack: "Phew.... you scared me there Captain..:"

Kleene: "Teehee~"

"FREEZE!" Someone suddenly shouts.

Pofa: "Never! Go away!" Someone is chasing pofa on the deck.

Kleene: "Hey! What are you guys doing?!"

Officer: "I'm arresting pofa! I know she did it!"
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Pofa: "Liar! I didn't do anything!"

Officer: "I have evidence! You're arrested! Stop resisting!" The officer shows some evidence to 

Kleene.

Kleene: "Hm... seems to be true..."

Pofa: "d-damn!" Suddenly, pofa pulls out a knife and resists the arrest. She attacks the officer and 

hurts the officer badly.

Officer: "Urgh!"

Kleene and Jack weren't able to stop Pofa(Korn) form harming the officer, but they jumped at her 

and were able to confine her with the wire from the pumpkin.

Kleene: "Jack! Let's bind her onto the mast for now!"

Jack: "Alright!"

All other people arrive on the deck, since they heard the scream and the fight and want to check 

out what's going on.

Detective Tommy, Abs., Akonyl, shin_ichi and Schillok are rushing to the hurt officer and try to 

help. They managed to stop the bleeding from the cut, but the Officer is still injured and 

bandaged.

Nomemory, Sherlock3 and Sakina are helping out Kleene and Jack to bind pofa onto the mast, since 

she's still resisting.

KainTheVampire, Yurikochan, Holmes and Edogawa are shocked.

PhoenixTears, Dus and Paix672 are helping the injured Officer to go to the room in order to rest. 

Commi-ninja follows them.

Parkur and meme are checking on Kleene and Jack if they happen to be injured too.

After everyone returns and calms down, Kleene and Jack explained the situation to them.

Hint:

No real hint here. I tried to make some people that were suspected and were town to be "helpful" -> 

townie, aka Detective Tommy. But just putting him here would be too obvious, so I ended up putting 

all people into doing something :V

The ones that help Kleene tying Pofa on the mast were players that were strong enough, meaning 

adults.

The ones helping the officer were also srtong enough people to do that.
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